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Instructional Design Information
Game Classification:
3rd person RPG
Instructional Content:
Exploration of the Front End Analysis of the A.D.D.I.E process.
Learning Taxonomy
Understanding level of Bloom’s taxonomy
Intended Audience:
The target audiences for this game are college level students in an introduction to instructional design class, or
other courses exploring the A.D.D.I.E process. The target audience will have basic background knowledge of
both Bloom’s Taxonomy and Gagne’s Nine Events.
Goals (numbered):
1. Understanding of “Needs Assessment”
2. Understanding of “Task Analysis”
3. Application of “Learning Objectives”
4. Understanding of “Learner Analysis”
5. Understanding of “Context Analysis”
Objectives (numbered):
1. The learner will be able to identify the correct goal statement for the problem analysis.
2. The learner will be able to classify the TOAB according to the given learning outcomes.
3. The learner will be able to create an objective statement for the presented goal from a given list.
4. The learner will be able to locate the primary learner from a set of given statements.
5. The learner will be able to locate the list of compliance from a set of given statements.
Learner Characteristics (Age, gender, race, etc.):
The learners will be female and male college students from a verity of ethnic and social backgrounds. Most of
the students will be online or distance learners who have full time jobs, busy schedules and families. There will
be a mixture of gaming experience with a higher percentage of non-gamers.
A tutorial level will be created for all learners to get acquainted with the environment.
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Objective Hierarchy Map (OHM)
Main floor (tutorial)
Floor A: (Analysis)
Area A1
Room A1.1 – Find a log book describing what a needs assessment is.
Room A1.2 – Find a journal entry titled “Why is this good topic for training?”.
A description of what a rational statement is.
Room A1.3 – Find notes describing what a problem gap is and what it is used for.
Room A1.4 – Find a log book outlining a goal statement and showing examples
Node A1 –

Access a terminal in Server Room A1 which requires the learner to identify the
correct goal statement thus activating Node A1.

Area A2
Room A2.1 – Find a journal entry titled “Task analysis outline”, describing what a task analysis
is and the process.
Room A2.2 – Find a diagram with showing the breakdown of goal complexity.
Room A2.3 – Find a chart showing a diagram of a TOAB, labeled with task levels
Node A2 –

Access a terminal in Server Room A2 which requires the learner to arrange the
task items in the TOAB in order.

Area A3
Room A3.1 – Find a note describing the differences between Goals and Objectives
Room A3.2 – Find a note describing terminal and enabling objectives.
Room A3.3 – Find a journal entry describing ABCD
Room A3.4 – Find a sketch of a table with an example of Goals and Objectives (terminal and
enabling)
Node A3 –

Access a terminal in Server Room A3 which requires the learner to create an
objective statement by correctly arranging terms.

Area A4
Room A4.1 – Find a note describing what a learner analysis is.
Room A4.2 – Find a list of learner characteristics.
Room A4.3 – Find a journal entry describing Primary and Secondary learners; and strengths,
weaknesses, and implications.
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Node A4 –

Access a terminal in Server Room A4 which requires the learner to select the
primary learner from two listed descriptions.

Area A5
Room A5.1 – Find a note describing what a context analysis is.
Room A5.2 – Find a list of learner characteristics.
Room A5.3 – Find a journal entry describing instructional compliance, advantages, and
weaknesses.
Node A5 –

Access a terminal in Server Room A5 which requires the learner to select an
example of compliances from list of descriptions.
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Game Design Information
High Concept (1-2 sentences):
The world is in peril; global disaster has crippled the education system, endangering the world’s collective
knowledge. The Cognitive Objective Group (COG) needs your help save the word from catastrophe by
activating the Guided Intelligence Repository (GIR).
Overview (1-2 paragraph description):
In this exploratory learning environment, the learner plays a scientist, who must solve puzzles by exploring,
understanding and applying the A.D.D.I.E process. The game environment is presented from inside of the GIR
facility in which each floor corresponds to a section of the A.D.D.I.E process. The floors are divided into
subsections that the learner must explore, in any order, to discover the A.D.D.I.E process. At the end of each
subsection, the learner will be required to solve a puzzle to activate a node. Once all nodes on a level have been
activated, the next floor will be unlocked. This design document will cover the tutorial and floor 1: Analysis,
painting a detailed picture of the environment, story and game play.
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Storyline
Background
The year is 3047; a global disaster has struck the world with no warning and even less mercy. Civilization has
been forced to take shelter in bunkers deep underground. The world’s scientists, doctors, farmers, and artists are
scrambling to preserve the resources of their field. The Cognitive Objective Group (COG) has discovered an
ancient machine designed to collect, create, and distribute the world’s knowledge but their scientists have been
unable to solve the mystery of A.D.D.I.E to activate the machine. The world needs the learners help to uncover
the mystery of A.D.D.I.E and active GIR.
Tutorial
The learner starts at the entrance of GIR, a voice crackles over the radio and gives instructions on how to use
the new environmental protection suit which is required to traverse the surface of the earth. The tutorial allows
the learner to practice basic movements, actions, the journal, and the map. The voice notes that radio contact
will be broken once inside the GIR facility and to review the journal for mission objectives and map to guide
the way. Once the tutorial has been completed, the entrance doors to the GIR facility open, a fine mist escapes
and the learner enters the first floor lobby.
Floor A: Lobby
The learner enters the barren circular lobby and notices an elevator at the center of the room and five doors
labeled alphanumerically around the parameter. The player will notice that all of the doors are unlocked and
vacant. When the player examines the elevator, they will notice that there five lower levels but each of the
buttons says inactive. The indicator on the elevator control panel’s states what all power nodes need to be
activated to access the GIR control room. The learner’s journal updates with the objective: activate 5 nodes on
this level. The learner may enter through any of the doors to explore at anytime.
Floor A: Areas A1 – A5
As the learner enters each of the areas, they notice piles of books, papers and trash throughout the unoccupied
rooms. In each of the areas there is a dim flicker of a terminal node which is asking for a user verification code.
The learner finds that these are the nodes to be activated. The learner must explore each room to find the
necessary information as well as clues to what happed to the now derelict facility. As the learner activates each
node, the learner’s journal will update with how many nodes on this floor are left to complete. Once all nodes
have been activated, the learner’s journal will update to head to the elevator and continue to the next level.
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GIR facility back-story
The learner discovers throughout the game that something went awry in the GIR facility causing all of the
employees to flee in a hurry. The main power is down and the facility is running on geo-electric backups. The
activation of the nodes on each level will restore power and allow the automated systems to continue where it
left off. The learner will not uncover the mystery of what happened during the so called “flowcrash” incident.
World Description:
Geography
The game environment focuses on the inside of the GIR facility. Though the learner starts at the entrance of the
facility, it is indoors and the learner never sees the outside environment. It is alluded that the outside world has
been laid waste by global disaster.
The GIR facilities are abandoned and unkempt. There are piles of papers, books and journals strewn about,
which need to be searched for the clues to solve the puzzles. The facilities failing equipment are surviving on
backup power and the lights are dim, creating a feeling of dread.
Culture
The culture is despite and scrambling to collect the last shreds of the worlds collective knowledge. The people
of this world are focused on preserving what is left of society for future generations.
Weather/Seasons
The weather is cold and bleak, the sky is clouded from the disaster and the land is inhospitable without the use
of the environmental protection suit.
Political Structure
The world’s political structure is intact, barely. Major political structures are private entities that have resources
to adapt to the hazardous conditions of the world’s environment. High-tech research labs with underground
facilities have been adapted for long term survival of their employees.
Travel/Transportation
Surface travel is only available to those who have vehicles which can navigate the hazardous terrain.
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Character Descriptions & Bios:
All interactions, conversations, and descriptions will remain gender neutral. There are only two known
characters in the game, the learner character and the drop-ship pilot.
The learner character
The learner will create a custom character prior to starting the game. The learner is a lead scientist with COG
and will be able to specify the following characteristics.
•

Name

•

Gender

•

Age

•

Race

•

Physical Characteristics

Drop-ship Pilot
The drop-ship pilot is a non-playable character (NPC) who interacts with learner, over the radio during the
tutorial and during evac at the end of the game. No background information is given about this person.
Maps
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Major Goals @ Each Location w/solutions:
Area A1

Access a terminal in Server A1 which requires the
learner to identify the correct goal statement thus

Subtasks
• Find a log book describing what a needs
assessment is.
• Find a journal entry titled “Why is this good

activating Node A1.

topic for training?”.
• A description of what a rational statement is.
• Find notes for a problem for a problem gap and
description of what it is used for.
• Find a log book outlining a goal statement and
showing examples
Solution: The learner will discover and utilize knowledge of Needs Assessment to solve the puzzle and activate
the Node.

Area A2
Access a terminal in Server A2 which requires the
learner to arrange the task items in the TOAB in order.

Subtasks
• Find a journal entry titled “Task analysis
outline”, describing what a task analysis is and
the process.
• Find a diagram with showing the breakdown of
goal complexity.
• Find a chart showing a diagram of a TOAB,
labeled with task levels

Solution: The learner will discover and utilize knowledge of Task Analysis to solve the puzzle and activate the
Node.
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Area A3
Access a terminal in Server A3 which requires the
learner to create an objective statement by correctly

Subtasks
• Find a note describing the differences between
Goals and Objectives
• Find a note describing terminal and enabling

arranging terms.

objectives.
• Find a journal entry describing ABCD
• Find a sketch of a table with an example of
Goals and Objectives (terminal and enabling)
Solution: The learner will discover and apply knowledge of Learning Objectives to solve the puzzle and activate
the Node.

Area A4
Access a terminal in Server A4 which requires the
learner to select the primary learner from two listed

Subtasks
• Find a note describing what a learner analysis
is.
• Find a list of learner characteristics.

descriptions.

• Find a journal entry describing Primary and
Secondary learners; and strengths,
weaknesses, and implications.
Solution: The learner will discover and utilize knowledge of Learner Analysis to solve the puzzle and activate
the Node.

Area A5
Access a terminal in Server A4 which requires the
learner to select an example of compliances from list
of descriptions.

Subtasks
• Find a note describing what a context analysis
is.
• Find a list of learner characteristics.
• Find a journal entry describing instructional
compliance, advantages, and weaknesses.

Solution: The learner will discover and utilize knowledge of Context Analysis to solve the puzzle and activate
the Node.
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Connections to objectives from Design Document
The learner will discover the required information through exploration of each area. The learner may explore
areas in any order but must activate all of the nodes in order to progress through the game. The journal will
record all discovered information for future reference.
Interface Design & Interactivity:
User interface, interactivity, and Point Of View (POV) will be based on the Neverwinter Nights (NWN) game
engine from BioWare but will be highly customized to achieve a look and feel of a Post Apocalyptic future (i.e
The Day After Tomorrow, BioShock, Fallout, Resident Evil).
Interaction with the environment will be point and click as in NWN. The learner will use the curser to:
•

Navigate through the environment

•

Activate door, terminals, and elevator panels.

•

Search and examine items.

•

Reference journal entries

Game management (Saves, Loads, Reply Conversations/Video, Limitations):
Game management will be maintained through the menu panels just as in NWN. The learner will be able pause,
save, and load the game as they wish. The game will autosave after each objective has been successfully
completed and between levels.
Tools
A journal will manage all objectives and log any discovered information discovered by the learner, including
discovered back-story. The journal will separate these items into sections: objectives list, collected knowledge,
background.
Navigation (Within & Between Scenes & Locations)
Navigation will be limited to within the GIR facility. The drop-ship pilot drops off the learner at the entrance of
the facility and picks up the learner at the end of the game. Once all nodes have been activated, the elevator will
unlock and take the learner to the next level.
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Mood Boards
Environment – World
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Environment - GIR facilities
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Vehicles
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Characters
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Menus and Interactivity
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